Synox is a service provider for the Internet of Things. Synox enable a range of services from the device to the connectivity, the device management to the data capture and the data management within the visualization on smart web interface. To sum up, Synox supports all the technical complexity of an IoT project to enable its customers to focus on their business expertise and speed up the time to market.

With the aim of simplifying the management of heterogeneous connected objects, Synox has designed SoM2M IoT. A single interface integrating connected devices and wireless networks (cellular, LPWA LoRa / Sigfox). Under the guise of a secure infrastructure ensuring the security of the data transport, SoM2M is a full range of services allowing to supervise fleet devices and IoT infrastructure. Completing SoM2M IoT, Synox launches SoM2M DataManagement. A service giving value to your data with intelligent dashboards.